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THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

OF VARIOUS ORDERS

by

C.   W.   G e a r

ABSTRACT

This report discusses modified multistep predictor-
corrector methods for general initial-value problems and
introduces new methods. These new methods are of degree
2k  for  k- step methods and require  only one function evalu-
ation. Equivalence classes.of methods are discussed, and
it is argued that the Nordsieck formulation is the best for
high-accuracy problems, and that for low-accuracy prob-
lems either the Nordsieck formulation or versions of the

·                     new methods should be used. The direct application of the
methods to higher-order equations is analyzed, and some
numerical evidence is given to suggest that this applica-
tion leads to faster and rnore accurate methods than the
usual method of integrating a system of first-order equa-
tions. Some preliminarytests on the integration of singular
families are mentioned. Finally, existence and convergence
proofs are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The familiar Dahlquistz result limits the degree of a k- step method
to k+1 for first-order equations if the method is to be strongly stable.
Within this framework, Nordsieck9 recast Adams' method into a form suit-
able for  step- size changing.   It has been pointed out that changing the  step
size introduces errors of a lower degree than those of the regular step 6
(see  Descloux ),  and that step changing  is the exception rather  than the  rii],e.
Some feel that the .Nordsieck method requires more work per step, and that
there is therefore no reason to prefer it over the Adams method.

This investigation started with a desire to deal with higher-order
equations directly (particularly with those representing singular families),
rather than by.converting them to a larger system of first-order equations.
It was soon realized that the Nordsieck-type methods (to be referred to as
the N methods) were the most applicable to higher-oider equations since

 ,              the derivatives are directly available. In pursuing the relation between
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9

multistep methods (M methods)  and N methods, we found that when  all  the
methods were formulated after a manner suggested by Descloux,3 a larger
class of M methods became apparent. These methods have the property
that, although they are almost identical to the methods considered by Dahl-
quist,2 they can have degree 2k, be strongly stable, and yet only use one
derivative evaluation (although more may be desirable for accuracy reasons).

An equivalence relation between methods is exploited. Under a
linear transformation, several M methods and an N method (plus any number
of mixtures) are equivalent,  in that,  in the absence of round- off errors,
equivalent starting values lead to equivalent answers. A rational decision
can therefore be made between equivalent methods on the basis of the round-
off errors and the amount of work involved.  It is argued in Section IV Llial,
for high accuracy, the N methods require less work than equivalent melliuds,
and that for low accuracy and fixed step size, the new M methods discussed
in Section II are marginally better. Almost never, it is suggested, should
the conventional Adams multistep methods be used.

The system of equations to be studied consists of s equations in the
s unknowns Yi, their fir.st Pi derivatives, and the independent variable x.
The most general case for which concrete results are given is when these
equations can be solved for the highest-order derivatives of each .yi so that
the equations take the form

/ (pi) (  1-1)  P2-1)Fi E\Yi -   fi Cyl ..., Yl, Yl , yz, ···, ys, X   hPi/(pi)! = 0.

(1.1)

For didactic reasons, Sections II, III, and IV will deal with the sim-
plest case s = Pl = 1 in order to prepare for a discussion of the advantages
of various formulations.  Then, in Section V, the N methods will be applied
directly to Equations (1.1). A numerical comparison of the results of inte-
grating the second-order equation describing J16(x) directly and integrating
the related pair of first-order equations is reported. This preliminary evi-
dence indicates that there is both a time and accuracy advantage to the
direct approach.  Also, some numerical experiments on equations represent-
ing singular families that cannot beexpressed as (1.1) with Lipschitzian f
are described, although no theoretical results are known.

The standard existence and convergence theorems are left to. Sec-
tions VI and VII. The matrix formulation used provides a convergence proof
that is equivalent to the usual proof (e.g., Henrici:), butis considerably more
compact and applies to the system (1.1).

The term "degree" has been used above without definition. To avoid
repeated qualification of the word " c'r der, " the following three terms are
used throughout this report: "Order" is used in reference to a method to                 W
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nie afl tlle asymptotic  form  hk  of the error   at  the   end  of a fixed finite. range
of integration as h -* 0. In reference to an equation, it means the order of
the highest derivative in the equation. The "degree" of a method is defined
by considering one step of the process starting from exact values.  If, as
h - 0, the truncation error behaves as hk'+1 + 0(hk'+1) for sufficiently dif-
ferentiable functions, then the method has degree k'. Order  is not defined
for unstable methods, but stable methods for equations of order p, k, and k'
are related by k=k' +1 - p. The "polynomial degree" of amethod isthe
maximum k" such that for all initial-value problems whose solutions are

polynomials of degree  k"  or  less, the method is exact  if the starting value s
are  exact. It follows that k" 5  k'.

To reduce the tediUIn, it will be assumed throughout that all equa-
tions and their solutions satisfy suitable Lipschitz and differentiability con-
ditions when needed.  They are, in all cases, obvious and well known.

II. STABILIZED MULTISTEP METHODS

Consider initial-value problems for the differential equation y' = f(y, x)
and their numerical solution by means of the general multistep predictor-
corrector forrnulas,

k,                kz
(0)     - r

(2.1)Yn+ 1 - 6 -ajyn-j+1.+ h    -0 jfn-j+1,

(rnt 1 )   (m+i)
k2

Yn+1    =Z , ajyn-j+1 + h     Bjfn-j+1,                              (2.2)

and

(M)
Yn+1 - Yn+1,

where

(M)fnti  = fnti,
and

(m)' _ ./ (m- 1)
fnti - I (Ynti  , ]Cnti '   In = 1,2, ..., M.
Dahlquistz has shown that the degree of these methods cannot exceed

max[kl, k2]+2 if they are tobe stable, and that this degree can only be
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:

achieved if kl = k2 = k is even and the method is weakly stable.  This pro-
cess will be modified to enable the degree to be as large as kl + k2 while
strong stability is retained.

It is convenient to express the numerical process in a matrix nota-
tion which is an extension of the notation used by Descloux.3 The corrector

equation may be written as

(mti) (m)       12   / (m) (mtl)\
Ynti        =   Yn+1   -   Po (hfnti   -  hfnti      /,        m   =   0,1  . . . ,  M  -   1,

whe re

h,211 -   Rii" y.-"i .it   B-, " hfn-j+1·
1-1

Here  hfn 1  may be thought of as the predicted value of hfn+1·  If Fn+1 is de-(,-2                                    1                ("2)
(rn) (rntl)fined as hfn i - hfn+1 'the iteration of the corrector can be described by

(rn+1) (m)   A F(m)Yn+1 = Yn+1 - MO ntl'

and

(In+1) (rn)     (rn)hfn +1 - hfnti - Fnti

(rn)Fn+1 is the amount by which the latest values of y and f fail to satisfy the
differential equation.  If the column vector Yn is defined as

-ynT = [Yn, Yn-1'  -' Yn-kiti, hfn' h.fn -1' .··' hfn-k2 +1],

T
where y   is the transpose of y, then the numerical process can be ex-
pressed as

(O)

Inti     = Aln, (2.3)

./

(rn+1) (rn) / (m)
-YA+i  ' = Intl + EF Ynti, Xn+1' h ,

and                                              >                    (2.4)

(M)
In ti In +1   3
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.·                     where  F(y, x, h) = vkl - hf(vo, x). (Array elements are indexed from O.)
This will be abbreviated to F(y), where it is obvious which values of x and
h are to be used.  A i.s the (ki + kz)2 matrix

-N 4 IN -

a l- - - - -  at( 1 1  81-----131(2
10#010

n 00           1

Y__02_91________
Yl---- Yk i 181____-81 211   0

0 1

\I
\

1

\

1 0 -01 0
- -

where

ai - ai
li =

BO

3i -  i
BO

and ET  is the veEtor [- 130, 0, ..., 0,- 1,0, ..., 0].

It has been assumed that the derivative is not re-evaluated after the
last corrector application.  If the derivative is to be re-evaluated, then one
further iteration should be performed by using E = -ekl' where ej is the
column vector with a one in the jth position and zeros elsewhere. Feldstein
and Stetter4 have pointed out that not re-evaluating the derivative can lead
to more accurate answers for suitable functions, so it is not certain that
such re-evaluation is worthwhile.

An alternative way of viewing this process is as follows:  If the pro-
cess is to be exact for solutions that are polynomials of degree d, then a
matrix A should be chosen so that (2.3) gives exact values for  such poly-
nomials. This equation by itself will not be stable since it takes no account
of the differential equation. However, for such solutions., F(yn+i) = 0, so
that (2.4) defines the same solution in the absence of errors. However, 8
can be chosen so as to make the process stable and of higher degree.  Con-
sider for a moment the case in which Bf/By = 0. The method must be
stable for this case. Also assume that the solution of the equation F=0
is a polynomial of degree d or less so that there are no truncation errors.
If the true solution is En, define En - yn - zn· Since F(Enti) = 0 and
Entl = A-zn,
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- I   +  .8.T   ) MEntl -Skl)  AE.n = SEn· (2.5)

The matrix S must therefore be power bounded, that is, all of its                -
roots must be either inside the unit circle or on the unit circle and simple.
In Section VII it is shown that, if E is any vector satisfying this condition,
and if the degree of the method is at least one, then the method converges.

This leaves the question of what Z to chose. Certainly E exist for
stable methods if the degree is not too large.  If the restriction that £ has
only one free parameter Zo  =  - Bo is lifted, then perhaps higher-degree
methods can be found. The answer is given in Section VI, namely that if the
method has maximum polynomial degree   ki  t k z-1,  then  an   f   can be found
which will make the nonprincipal roots of S take on any desired set of val-
ues, and that the degree of the method can be kl + k2· 'I'his corresponds to
a maximum order predictor and corrector, the latter being one degree
highe r  than  the  fo rme r.

Taking kl = k2 = k and choosing  Z so that the nonprincipal roots are
zero, we obtain an interesting set of stabilized k- step methods.   They are of
degree 2k, and, with M = 1, require only one function evaluation. Previous
efforts to get around the Dahlquist stability condition have required two or
three function evaluations. (See Butcher,1 Gear,6 and Gragg and Stetter.7)
In the next section these methods will be shown to be equivalent to the Adams
methods on 2k - 1 points, and also to the Nordsieck methods using 2k - 1
derivatives.  For k = 2, the degree 4 method is

YR+i = -4 n + 5ysn-1 + 4hfn + 2hfn-1,

P      =     -1 2 Y R     +    1 2 Y  -1    +   8hfn    +    5hfrl -1,

fnti   =  f (YR+i,  Xn+1  3

F     =     P    -    f.11 +1,

YR+1   =   y +i  -   3F/8,

and

YA    =    yA    +  F/24.

The additional step of recorrecting the saved value of Yn as well as
the predicted value of Yn+1 is a stabilizing factor. Methods of this type with             -·'
zero nonprincipal eigenvalues will contain corrections to all the saved values
of Yn-j' but no corrections to the saved values of fn-j. However, if nonzero
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nonprincipal eigenvalues are required, then corrections may have to be made
to the saved values of fn-j' Methods with zero nonprincipal eigenvalues are
listed in Appendix A for orders 6  and 8 (k = 3 and 4).

In the next section, the M methods discussed above will be shown
1. A be equivalent to N methods and also equivalent to other M methods with
the same value of ki + kz·  If kz = 1, the M method is a forrn of the Adams
method (exactly that if the nonprincipal roots are zero).  This is usually
classified as a k-step method, and yet it is equivalent to a [(k + 1)/2]-step
method if k is odd. The characteristic that equivalent methods have in
common is that they require the same number of items of information about
the "history" of the solution, so we will refer to k-value methods where k
is Llie Iiumber of such items.

III. EQUIVALENT METHODS

Nordsieck9 re-expressed Adams' method in a form convenient for
changing the step size, and Descloux3 expressed the equivalence of the two
methods in terms of a linear transformation.  In this section we will sum-
marize these results in order to define the N methods and equivalent meth-
ods and to prepare for a discussion, in Section IV, of their relative merits.

Nordsieck pointed out that, for changing the step size, it is much
more convenient to save, as the history of the calculation, the derivatives
of the function rather than its values at a number of preceding points.  More
precisely, he saves scaled derivatives of the approximating polynomial.
For calculation, it is slightly more convenient to save the scaled derivatives

y(j)hja. =
J.

Changing the step size by a power of the radix of the computer being usedis a fast operation.  If k of these values are saved, say aT = [ao, al, ···, ak- 11,
and if the solution is a polynomial of degree k - 1, then application of
Taylor's series yields

-an +1 = Aan,

where A is the Pascal triangle Aij = ( ),or
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-                   -

111111             ·

1 2 3 4  k-1

1 3 6
.

1     4

A=             1
\

\
\

0 \
\
\

k-1

1
-                                                          I

Arguing as before, if the differential equation F=0 represents a poly-
nomial of degree k - 1, then F(-an+1) is 0, so that a predictor-corrector
formula can take the form

(O)anti    =   Aan,

and

(mti) (rn) / (in)\
-anti anti    +  lF (-anti  )·

Once again, if M corrector iterations are used,8 must be chosen to make
the matrix S -(I + E eir) M A power-bounded.

Suppose now that we are given any k-value method in such a matrix
form, where the components of the vector v of values are supposed to
represent linear combinations of the function and its derivatives at various    ' i
points. Suppose further that these k combinations form a (not necessarily
orthogonal) basis for the space Hk of polynomials of degree k - 1.  If any
other basis b is chosen, and if 12 = Qv, then by a linear transformation of
the method

(0)
Yntl VY" and y  1'1 )   =   viT,   + ly  F (vitf ) ,

the method

b - 1   =   Bbn   and  b 51 1 ) (rn) / (m)\
=  12nti + Eb G(bn+1 P

can be obtained, where,

hn = Qyn, B = QVQ-1, -gb = QEv, and.G(b) = F(Q-lb).
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These methods are .identical in the absence of rounding error in that if
equivalent starting values are chosen, then equivalent answers are obtained.

The class of equivalent meth6ds is therefore just the class of co-
ordinate systems in Hk·  The N methods are defined as those obtained by
using asabasis for Hk the set of scaled derivatives ao, ..., ak-1.  For ref-
erence purposes, values of   for N methods of maximum degree and with
zero nonprincipal roots are listed in Appendix B.  As an example, the
maximum- digree four-value methods with zero nonprincipal roots  are

given below. The Nordsieck method is

1111 3/8

0123 1
Sntl = an -       F.

0 0 1 3    3/4

0  0  0  1_    _1/6_

If    En     =        yrl,·hy:!i'    hy:11 -  1,    hy:Ii -z] 'r      =     C lan,

where

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
Qi =

0 1 -Z 3

0  1 -4 12
- -

then

1  23/12  -4/3 5/12 -3/8

0   3    -3    1         1
 Iltl

= zn -       F
0 1 0 0   0

0 0 1 0   0

is the Adams method, and if

In    Yn, Yn- 1, hy:11, hy:!1- 11'r = Qzan,

where

f-1 0 0 0

1   -1      1   -1
.-

0 1 0 0

0  1 -2  3
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then

4 5 4 2   3/8
1 0 0 0 -1/24

Intl
=

-yn
- F -

12 12· 8 5    1

0    010             0

is the new M method.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

In Section III, methods were grouped into equivalence classes such
that within a class, the numerical behavior was determined solely by round-
off error. Therefore a rational decision between methods within one class
can be made on the basis of this and the number of basic computational op-
erations required. The problem of Which class to use will not be discussed
further since it depends much more heavily on characteristics of the dif-
ferential equation,  such  as   Bf/By. In general, these characteristics  are
not fully known.

Nordsieck' s  motive in picking the scaled-derivative representation
was to simplify the step-changing process. Various authors (e.g., Descloux3)
have commented that step modification is the exception rather than the rule,
and that, since the N methods appear to involve more computational opera-
tions per step, perhaps the classical methods are preferable. This section
presents some arguments in favor of the N methods and sonie in favor of the
M methods and suggests that the Adams and convezitional multistep methods
should almost never be used.

The critical parameter in the choice of method within an equivalence
class is the ratio of the word size of the computer used to the desired ac-
curacy. If round- off errors are insignificant  at  each  step  of the process  as
cbmpared to the truncation errors, then all the methods we have discussed
can be handled in single precision. If, however, round- off is significant,
then some multiple precision work is to be expected.

It is common, in Runge-Kutta integration, to do double-precision ac-
cumulation  of the dependent variable values while calculating   hf(x, y)  to
single precision. The justification for this is that.the scale factor  of  h  re-
duces the value of |hf   relative to.that of |y|. This argument can be extended
to the N methods. The numbers being saved are values of aj

= (hjy(j)/j!).
Since these are the terms of the Taylor series of y(x), they can be expected
to reduce in relative .size as j increases. Indeed the first neglected term
must be small or the truncation error of the method may be bad!  Thus each
successive element of a requires successively fewer digits.  If high pre-
cision is required in y, say m-word precision, then we may expect to keep
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about (k - j)m/k words of precision for aj. In contrast, multistep methods
would require each value of Yn-j to be saved in full m-word precision, and
each scaled derivative hfn-j to be saved to slightly less precision, all at a
corresponding increase in arithmetic storage.

Some objections have been raised to the approximately (k - 1)(k - 2)/2
multiplications required in evaluating Aa for N methods as compared to the
approximately 2k required for M methods. Because of the properties of
Pascal's triangle,  Aa can be evaluated without any multiplications and with
no extra additions over the k(k - 1)/2 multiplications obviously needed.  This
is best demonstrated by the following section of ALGOL program which per-
forms one integration step using M corrector iterations for a single differ-
ential equation assumed to be specified by

function( a, x,* h) = a[l] -h* f(x, a[O]) =0.

PROGRAM

for i: =0 step 1 until k-2 d o-

for j: =k-1 step -1 until i+l d o
-

a[j- 11: = a[j- 11 + a[j];

x: =x+h;

for i: = 1 step 1 until M do
-- --

begin f: = function(a, x, h);

for j: =0 step 1 until k-l d o-

a[j]:= a[j]+f* f[j];

end;

For methods with zero nonprincipal roots, E[.1] = -1, sothat the

multiplication of f * f[j] need not be performed at each corrector iteration

except for j = 0; thus the number of multiplications in Nordsieckts method
need only be k+M-2. Another k(k + 1)/2 +Z M-2 additions are needed
in addition to M, evaluations of hf(x, y). In contrast, Adams' method re-
quires 2k +M-2 multiplications and 2k +2 M-3 additions, while the
M methods of Section II require 512/2 +M-1 multiplications and 5k/2 +
2M - 3 additions. These figures are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I. Number of Operations Required

Method Multiplications Additions

Nordsieck k+M-2 k(k  +   1)/2   +  ·2M  -   2

Adams 2 k+M-2 2k +2M - 3

M Method 5k/2 +M-1 5k/2 + 2M - 3

However, this is not quite the full story. In multistep methods, the
previous values must be saved, which means that either "clever" indexing
and indirect addressing must be used (fairly time-consuming if done in
source language for most compilers) or the numbers must be mov.ed in
store, which is also time-consuming.  If the step size is to be changed, this
is particularly bad since it is usual to save double the number of previous
values for possible step doubling.

Starting procedures recommended for multistep methods usually                  -
involve a number of Runge-Kutta steps, on a smaller step size if a higher
than third-degree method is to be used. The space occupied by the addi-
tional program is no longer a problem with present-day memories, but the
N methods are amenable to simple starting processes that require little
additional program. Nordsieck gives details of one such method. Other
methods that use sequences of vectors 8 over sequences of step sizes can
readily be devised.

A potential advantage of N methods that has not yet been exploited
is the possibility of adjusting the order of the method according to the be-
havior of the equation. Many schemes have been devised for adjusting the
step size based on the value of the predictor-corrector difference (in this
case, just F), but multistep methods are difficult to organize efficiently if
the order is to be changed from time to time. It seems plausible that an
analysis of the sizes of the components of a could give some indication of
what order to choose.

To summarize, the N methods are advantageous when higher than
single precision is required; in single precision there is not too much dif-
ference.  If a Runge-Kutta starter is to be used, then the M methods of
Section II require fewer points, although at the pointwhere round-off is first

becoming important, the Adams methods might have a slight edge.  For a
general-purpose routine„ this writer recommends an N method, particularly
because, as is to be discussed in the next section, it is directly applicable
to higher-order equations. Since many problems that are integrated on a
computer are second- or higher-order systems, a considerable saving can            -
be effected by treating them as such, rather than as a larger system of
first-order equations.
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V. EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER

Suppose we wish to solve an initial value problem for the set of s
simultaneous ordinary differential equations

P:  (Pi)h  i Yi hpi  ( Cpi -1)  PZ-1)Fi(al, 82, ···,as) =  pi:  ---pi: fi <Y
, . . . ,y l,y z

'Yz'···'Ys'x) = O,
(5.1)

where
-

-T

h2                      1
hki- ly(ki- 1)

ai   =    Yi,hyi,-IT Y i'  . . . '     (ki -  1) '
-                            -

1.I-                        The ugual technique istohandle these as a system of IPi first-order        4'.

equations.  (If all of the derivatives are absent from the functions f, then               '
special methods exist to handle them directly.)  Even when this condition is           6
not met, the N methods discussed above are particularly suitable for the
direct integration of these equations since the derivates are already avail-
able, apart from a scale factor. Under linear transformations, equivalent
methods can be generated, but this section will restrict its attention to the            '
N methods. The results (derived in Sections VI and VII) will be discussed,
and a numerical comparison between an integration of y" + y'/x + (1 - 256/
xz) y=0 (J 16 (x)) by methods for second-order equations and by methods
for a system of first-order equations will be presented. Finally some re-
marks will be made about more general sets of equations that represent
singular families.

To simplify the discussion, s is taken as  1, and we consider methods
of the form

(O)

a.n+1 - Ain'

(m+1) = a(m) + 8 F(a(m) x h  (5.2)anti -ntl - \-n+1 '  n+1'  / '

a    ·    _   -(M)
-nti - anti'
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for the differential equation

F(-a, x, h)  =  0  =   y  y P  -f y(P-1), y(p-2)
,..., y X/),  1, .

If A i s the k x k Pascal matrix, then the method is exact for poly-
nomials of degree k-l o r less.  If we consider the case where f i s inde-
pendent of y and its derivatives, it is immediate that a necessary condition
for stability is that

M
S = I+EeTj  A

\ --p/

must represent a stable process; that is, its eigenvalues must all either
lie inside the unit circle or be not more than p-fold on the unit circle.  In-
deed, with the usual condition of accuracy or consistency, this condition is  
sufficient in the case that f only depends oIl y and not on its derivatives.
From the form of S it is apparent that it always has p eigenvalues at
z =  1.  If the highest derivative of y that appears in f is y(P-9),then
methods with roots greater than q-fold on the unit circle (except for z = 1)
may give rise to nonconvergent methods. Both convergent and nonconvergent
methods can be found if the matrix A is such that the method is not of maxi-
murn polynomial order k - 1.  If the method is of maximum order, then it
will be nonconvergent.  This can readily be seen by considering the case
y(P) = y(P-9).  This is the same as integrating y(9) = y by a method using
the  (k -P+q)x(k-p+q) Pascal-triangle matrix,  and then integrating the

/ t+j \result p-q times.  Note that the matrix At - I l i s similar to the Pascal
\t+i/

/j\ / t + i\1  \
matrix   i j  under the transformation diag  di = <  i  )1,  In general, itdoesnot

seem worth using methods of other than maximum order; it is therefore
better to demand that all nonprincipal roots are simple if on the unit circle.
Since the reason for choosing roots on the unit circle was to achieve the
maximum order permitted under the Dahlquist theorem, which is no' longer
applicable under the relaxing of the values permitted for £, this repre sents
no real restriction in practice.  It is shown in Section VI that, as for first-
order methods, if the method is of maximum polynomial degree, then 8 can
be chosen to make the nonprincipal roots any desired set of values.  This
only specifies the last k-p elements of 8, leaving p t o b e determined for
optimum accuracy.  It is also seen in Section VI that if q is as defined
above (y(P-q) is the highest derivative appearing in f), then these remain-
ing elements of 3 can in general be chosen to achieve the limiting accuracy
of k+q-1 degree. Again, this can be intuitively seen to be reasonable by
considering the equation y(9  =y and integrating the result p-q tiInes.                -

Convergence of these methods for systems of equations is proved
in Section VII under the stability condition above (all nonprincipal roots are
inside the unit circle or are sirnple on the unit circle) and a consistency
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condition that the degree of the method is at least p.  That is, if the N
nietliods  are used,  it is  sufficient' for consistency that k  k p. Appendix C
lists the vectots 1 for various p and k.

To compare the direct approach numerically, J16(x) was integrated
by methods for p=  1 and p= 2 with k= 5, 6, and 7. A fixed step size
in the range x = 6(h) E was used, where h = 1/4,1/8, and 1/16 while

E = 6132, 6134, 6136, and
6138 (these· are the cases

4 K -
/ 

5-VALUE given in Nordsieck' s pape rg).
11 In Fig. 1, the average abso-IK- / : »-VALUE lute error at the .four end

.25K - / / /.l/'11 -VALUE points is plotted agairist step

64 - 1  11 .+ size for the six methods.
10 Log-log paper is used, so

r_                          I   
           i         1\        \

Ill          /
that the slope of the lines (in-

5           1 / 1. dicated near their centers)4- i lk \ -9=2 2nd ORDER METHOD

1- ..i:/ I . should be the order of the

'Ill 1 -.-P. 1 PAIR OF Ist ORDER method. These calculations
EQUATIONS

.25 - 10, 1 were performed in single-

,/./. ERROR = AVERAGE ABSOLUTE ERROR precision floating-point
.064 -

/ '' AT 6132. 6134.6136 8 6138 arithmetic in FORTRAN on
' '                      a CDC-3600, so that round-

11/6  1/8 /4

                    '              off should not be 'a factor.
Starting value s  for   J   and  J'

Fig.  1.   Results of Integration of y"  +   y'/x +   (1-256/x2)  y=0 were taken from Nordsiecks
for  x =  6(h) 6138 paper, and a simple-minded

starting procedure was used in all cases, consisting of setting all other
derivatives to zero and then doing eight steps of h/16, followed by four
steps each of h/8, h/4, and h /2. The position of the point h =  1/16 on

-  p =1,l c -7 i s believed to be due to starting error, but the strange be-
havior of the line p=l,k=5 i s not understood.  It is probably due to
an unlucky choice of end points for measuring the errors (they oscillate
in sign over the range).

The order of the methods is k-p+l a s shown in Section VII.  Com-
pa-ring p=1 and p=2 methods of the same order, we see from Fig. 1 that
there is a factor of two in the error in favor of p=2 methods.  This is not
a significant amount, but the amount of work in the case of p=2 i s con-
siderably less. About the same amount of work is required for function
evaluations, but the k-value method for two equations requires about
k- 1+M- 2 multiplications and (k-2)(k+1)/2 + ZM - 1 additions per step
more than the (k+ 1)-value method for one equation. The number of initial
values required is the same in either case.

In the case of some systems of equations, some components are
very slowly varying and therefore can be treated with a much larger step
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size than that needed for a rapidly varying. component.  If the differential
equation defined by Fi(-aj) is complex to evaluate, the algorithm of this re-
port can be adapted to give considerable savings in computation.  To take
a specific example, suppose that the pair of simultaneous differential
equations

Fi(81, az, x) = 0,

and

Fa(al, 82, x)  =  0,

are to be solved and it is known that al is · such that Fl can be treated with
a step size q times larger than Fz for 82. T]le algorithm consists simply
of correcting al by £1Fl only at every qtll step. This means that q-1
values of al are obtained by extrapolation from a given point, and then a
correction is applied.  In the absence of an influence from 82, this is
identical to using a step of size qh.  Thus the function evaluations are saved,
although it is necessary to perform the extrapolation to each intermediate
step.

As a postscript of this section, some comments will be made about
more general systems of equations in which the highest derivatives do not
appear explicitly.  If the matrix

8FiG=
By p    ,  i,j    =    1,   2,   . . . ,    s

is nonsingular in the neighborhood of the solution, then for small enough h,
the Fj can be used as multipliers of vectors Eij, i, j - 1, ..., s, which are
dependent on the matrix G, and they can be added to the vector ai, in a
method that essentially amounts to solving the equations locally for the
y Pi ., The case of real interest occurs when the matrix G has a singu-
larity in the range of integration. The system of equations has a singular-
ity that may show up as a singularity in the solution, in which case
polynomial methods are of no use, or it may show up as a singularity in
the family of solutions but not in an individual solution, such as a common
point or an envelope. In these cases, polynomial methods should be appli-
cable, but current methods break down. Three examples of singularities
at x=0 are given below:

Fi = xy ' -1=0;y= log (cx), singularity in the solution.

Fz  =  xy'  - y log (y)  =  0; y  =  ecx, ·common point (0,1) for the family.
F3 - yi.2 t y z-1=  0; y =  sin (xtc), envelope y =  11 for.the
farhily.
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The last two equations were successfully integrated by means of an N
method in which the vector   was changed according to the.known deriva-
tives of F with respect to y and y'.  In fact, if &q is defined asthat value

of 1 such that all nonprincipal roots of (I- Ze   A are zero, then the 1
used at each step was given by

  Eq Fy(q)
2= q =0

- P

'I, Ft<, 
(a fairly obvious heuristic choice).

In general, this technique is not practical since F (q) is not known;
neither is a convergence proof known for this case, but the technique does
suggest ways in which problems with singularities might be tackled

VI. THE CHOICE OF 1 FOR GIVEN EIGENVALUES
AND OPTIMUM DEGREE

thIn a method for a p -order equation, the last k-p elements of Z
are chosen according to the nonprincipal eigenvalues desired, while the
first p elements can be chosen to maximize the degree. Tw)o theorems
will be presented in this section. One states that for a k-variable method
of polynomial degree k-1, the last k-p elements can always be chosen
to make the k-p nonprincipal eigenvalues take on any desired set of
values. The second states that a method of degree k always exists, and
that under further conditions the degree can be increased to k+q-1,
where q is the smallest integer s p such that

Bf

ay(P-q)
1 0.

Because any unique representation can be chosen for Hk, we will
work with the N methods in the next two sections.  In this representation,
methods of polynomial degree k-1 will use the Pascal matrix of order k
for the predictor formula.

Theorem 1.  If A isthekxkPascal matrix Aij = (J) and if sp isthe
thk-element row vector with a one in the p position (numbering starts from

-                zero). and zeros elsewhere, then for any set of k-p numbers  {Xi} a col-
umn vector f exists such that the matrix
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(I, 14# ,4 A

has p eigenvalues equal to one and k-p eigenvalues equal to the set           .
<Ai   , The eigenvalues are independent of the first p elements of 1 and
uniquely determine the last k-p elements of 1.

Proof. The independence of the first p elements of 1 is obvious from the
form of the matrix.  Also, this form implies that the first p eigenvalues
are 1.  Therefore we can take p = 0, and A tobethe (k-p)x(k-p)lower
principal minor of A.  The only properties that are required of A are that
it be upper triangular with equal nonzero diagonal elements and nonzero
first off-diagonal elements Ai,i+i·  This is true· for all principal minors of
Pascal matrices. First note that

(I + leir) M  =  I +  c.:feir,

where

7

((1 + fo)M- 1)/fo   Ze /O

c  = .    M                          80  =  o

,.

Hence it is sufficient to consider M = 1;  Let

IT = A I + feT)»  --0  1

It has the same eigenvalues as

S    =    (I "1.  zeJ )    A.

T = .At ue,T, where u = AL..  We will show in the lemma below that a
similarity transformation Q of A exists that puts  A in a Jordan form with
nonzero elements immediately above the diagonal, and in which Q and. Q-1
have the triangular form

1 0 0 0 :·· 0

0 1 x x ··· x

0 0 1 x ... x

00_- 1
- -

where x represents any element.
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It then follows that

Q-1TQ   =   Q-lAQ  +  Q-1-ue,TQ   =   Q--1AQ  +  ve,T,

where v = Q-lu. Apart from the ones on the diagonal, Q-lTQ is in the
form of a companion matrix for a polynomial whose coefficients are the
elements of v. Therefore v can be chosen so as to make the roots equal
to {Xi-1},in which case .8-= A- 1Qv will cause S tohave the desired
eigenvalues. This uniquely determines E.

It remains to be shown that the following lemma is true.

Lemma.  If A is an upper triangular matrix such that A i = c (i not
surnrne d) and if Ai i+i   0, i = 0,1, ..., k - 1, then there exists a similar-

ity transformation 'Q with the above form that takes  A into a Jordan form
without changing its diagonal or first upper diagonal.

Proof. By construction, let Qi be the elementary transformation

1 0 0 ........ 0

0 1 0 .  ..... 0

Qi =  0. . . .1 qiti,i+z giti,k-1

0..........1

and let Ai+i = Qi- 1AiQi, i = 0, 1, ..., k - 3, where Ao = A.  The qi+i,j can
be chosen to annihilate the last k-i-2 elements of the i row of Ath

iti

Thus

k-3

Q = 7TQi
i=O

is the. required transformation.

Since Apk, the (k -p)x(k-p) lower principal minor of the k x k
Pascal matrix A k is similar to Ao,k-P under the diagonal transformation

(p+i,1
Dpk  =  diag  di  =   C  i /J,
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the last k-p elements 6pk of 1 for p other than zero can be obtained
from 80,k-P by a linear transformation

DpkSpl,Dpk = (I+Dpklpke .Dpk) DpkA.pkDpk = (I+Dpk pke,) Ao,k-p'

so that f -  D-1 g
-Pk pk-o,k-p

The remaining elements of 1 can be chosen so as to get the highest
degree possible.  To do this, we must first define truncation error.  The
direct approach is to look at the difference between the value of anti calcu-
lated from the correct value of in and the correct value of all+1.  It will
be seen below that a higher degree is possible it another definition is adopted.
In practice other definitions mean that starting and step-changing errors are
of a lower degree than truncation errors, although a difference of one may
be tolerable since the contributions to the total error are then of the same
order. H6wever, the truncation error will be defined as follows:

Define the (k' - k)-dimensional vector I to be the transpose of

 hky(k)/k:, ..., hk' -ly(k' -1)/(k, - 1)!  .

Let 29 bethe correct value of an ·at xn and suppose that in isgiven by

an = anG + Ern' (6.1)

where  E  is a k x (k' -k) matrix of constants.  If the method calculates an

an+1 from this 2-11' which is·related tothe correct value anC i by

anti = a +.i'  E-rn i + tnhk' +90(hk'+1), (6.2)

k'for equations with solutions in C  , then the truncation error is defined as
inhk' + 0(hk'+1) and the method has degree k' - 1. This means that the
vector 3 that we normally calculate contains components of the deriva-
tives of order k and greater, and thus differs from the previously assumed                 1
values by 0(hk).  It ih unlikely that the user will calculate starting values
with these components included, so errors from start-up of 0(hk-p+1) can
be expected. Also, the simple method for changing step size, namely pre-
multiplying by a diagonal matrix, will not preserve E, and therefore also
introduces errors of the same order.
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Let the (k' + 1) Pascal matrix be parlitioned as· follows:

1k A   D i c i1---

k' : - k 0  B I D
__3 - -.--

10to  1
kitiIf the solution is in C ,then

..

-a +i- = ASS + DIn + clak, + 0(hk'+1),

and                                                                                                                                                       >                                                                                         (6.3)

Inti = Bin + 52ak' + 0(hk'*1)
./

Consider one corrector iteration only so that

·an+1    =    Aan  +  EF (A-an). (6.4)

Substitute (6.1) into (6.4) and substitute the result into (6.2) to get

A(  + Ern) +3 F(A-4 + AErn) = 85+1 + Ern+1 + inhk' + 0(hk'+1).
(6.5)

Substitute (6.3) into (6.5) and use F(ac  ) =0 t o get-n+1'

)F\

.tnhk'   =    ([ + 1  38)  (AE-D)  -EB   En

_  EcT t  I + 1 88   ci  ak, + 0(hk'ti).                     (6.6)
But

P    f    (p_q)   (p· -q) !   h 
A E. 4' -I' eT
33                   P:       -P-9,q=1
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so that in order to satisfy (6.6)

R =  (It-Ee )(AE - D) - EB  = 0, (6.7)

tn = -[Ecz  (I+-Ze' ) cl  Y   /(k')!
(k') 1

      fy(p-q) (P - 9)i eT  (AE- D) (k'-q),       (6.8)
p!(k'-q): -P-q ek'-k-q Y

q=1

and

k'- i-1 f (P_q) (p-q)! T (kl-q -i-1
) = 0,

(k'  - q) !
ep_q(AE : D) SkI-k-q-i-1 Y

q=1

i   =   0,   1,   . . . ,  k'   -  k  - 2. (6.9)

If we write

dT   =   e (AE - D), (6.10)

and if Ek-1   0, then (6.10) and the last k - p rows of (6.7) forma set of
nonsingular linear equations for the last k-p rows of E and the k' -k
elements of d.  If do is nonzero, then the first p rows of (6.7) form equa-
tions that can be successively solved by working up diagonals starting
from the left-most, i.e,,

Rp-1,0, RP-1,1' Rp-2,0' RP-1,2'  -

In this process, the first p elements of the last column of E can be picked
without restriction. In particular, if k' -k s p, they can be picked to make
the top row of E zero so that at least the function value does not contain
additional derivatives. This process also determines the values of Zi for i =
p - k' + k, ..., p - 1; the remaining components Zi are determined by the
values of

E           i=0k'-k-1,itk'-k' , p-k't k-1.

The dependence of elements of E and 1 on other elements can be
seen from the diagram below. The element in the (i, j)th position is the one
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found by equating Rij - 0. These elements are treated in the order. shown
by the arrows, and each time a new diagonal is started from the right col-
zimn, a. free parameter Ei,k'-k-1 is introduced.

- -

fo Eo,0 Eo,1   .   .   .   .   En,k' -k-2 Eo,ki-k-1

P\.\\ \ \
Z 1             El,0       \ E l,1 Ei,k'-k-2 El,k'-k-1

\

<>. fi-\ \. -f/\ \0 1 \\    .\ \   f.ZE\E    \····
P-2 p-2,0 0 p-2,1 /0

Ep-2,k,-k-2 Ep-2,k'-k-1

«0»-  \'>-0/ s f 10.. .N\ \\
EP-1.-Ep--1,0 -\4EP-1,3  "· Ep-1,ki-k-2 - Ep-1,ki-k-1
- -

   Start Free parameters
evaluation.

In general, (6.9) can only be satisfied by an appropriate lower-triangular
P

part of AE - D being zero or by the appropriate partial derivatives of f
vanishing everywhere. The former condition is indeperident of those
parameters (the last column of E) that are still free, so that it is unlikely
to be satisfied. If, however, q is the smallest integer buch that
af/By(P-q)   0, then, subject to do   O, there exists a rnethod of degree
k' -1= k+q -1. Itcan be seen from (6.1) and (6.7) that

do = Dk-1,0/Ek-1 = (k 1)/Ek-1

Since Ek-1 cannot be zero for a strongly stable method, do exists and is
nonzero. Therefore we have shown:

Theorem 2.  If the smallest value of j for which af/By(P-j)   O is q, then
there exist methods of degree k+q-1 for all strongly stable E.
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VII.     CONVERGENCE  AND ASY MPTOTIC ORDER  OF THE ERROR

We wish to show that sufficiently accurate stable methods will con-
verge when applied to, Equations  (5.1),  and to find the asymptotic form of
the error. The conditions to be used for stability will be stronger than
necessary, in that multiple nonprincipal roots on the unit circle will be
disallowed. Such roots may or may not make the method nonconvergent,
depending on the differential equation, and are therefore of little practical
importance.

Theor6rn 3.  If a set of equations are given in the form (5.1), where the fi
satisfy Lipschitz conditions in each variable and the solutions are suf-
ficiently differentiable, and an initial value problem is solved for x = 0(h)b
by  rrieans   of the method

.ai,nti = Aie.i,n + ZiF'i(Ajej,n)    i, j = 1,2, ..., s (7.])

(note that the, order of each equation and of the method
used for it can differ),                                                                ·-

then, if the truncat n errors ineach equation as defined by (6.1) and (6.2)
are bounded by Tih i for each i, and if the starting errors in ei are bounded
by bihqi, the numerical solution converges to the true solution and the error
is asymptotically proportional to hd, where

d = min[qi-pi+ 1,ki-pi],
1

provided that

1)  The eigenvalues of each

T\
Si  =  (I- f.  e      A.(         - 1   -pi          1

are either inside the unit circle or pn the unit circle and simple except for
the Pi-fold root at z = 1.

2) d 2 1,

Note that the proof given below simplifies in the case p=s=l t o a con-
cise proof of the usual convergence theorem given in texts.

Proof. The value of the numerical solution e,i is supposed to represent

a n + E. r. therefore the error at  xn will bJ defined as
1-1,n'

-

€ = a. - a(  - E.r.  .               '                     (7.2)
-1,n -1,n -1,n 1-1,n
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By simple manipulation, we get

-                       f i,nti = Aiai,n + Zifi(Ajaj,n) - atn+1 - Eiri,nti

8Fi

= A·€·  + Zi  -A.€. + A.(a( +E.r. )1-1,11 aa. 1-J,n 1\-1,n 1-1,n
j    -1

+ 1.F·  A(a9  +E.r.  1  -  C     - E.r.     1-1   1 ( -J,n 3 -  3  'n, /
 i,n+1   1-1,11+1  '

By an extension of L]le definition of truncation error (6.1) and (6.2), the last
term is ti,n hki, where   ti n| s T. Noting that

8Fi
,   = 6.. eT _  1 hPi-9 9:  Bfi   Taa. 1J   -Pi piE    Byj(q) fq,-J                              q =0

we get
.,

€      = /I+-8.eT\ A€.   - '6.'5-I   1 hpi-q fi,y{q) SI Ajfj „ + fi,nhki.i,nti ( 1-pi)   -1,n   -1 40Jql   J

Using  Si  =  I+Zien .'j Ai' we can express fi N as
rl1                         

N-1 (  IX k  hpi-q                      k'\     (7.3)Ei,N = S:'Isi,0 - I S:I-1-'n\'ti -9          J-J,rn      -1 rn          /
i,j                          e T A. € . +t. h 11'

rn=o
jq

where ki,  are bounded parameters.

Let 0   be the vector [ l, h, h2' ..., hpi-l, hpi-1 p.-1 T
Pi

,..., hi 1 with ki
elements.  It will be shown that constants Kl, K2 exist such that

1€.          Ki(1 +Kzh)   h  s *P. Ki exp(K2XN) hd, (7.4)1<Ch N d
i-i,NI -zp

i                                          1

where xN = Nh, and |f| is the vector of absolute values of 5.  This can
best be shown by induction.  For N = 0, Kl can be chosen sufficiently large
that (7.4) is true for E.1,0
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Si has pi roots at z=1 and has the form

pi    -1. J 

\

\
\1
--

k i-P i t  _     O            - A
Therefore, S  has the following properties: The first Pi rows of S  are
bounded, elementwise, by ClN . for rows j = 0, 1, ..., Pi - 1. All

pk-j-1

other elements are bounded by Cl·  SN has the same shape as Si. Using
this bound, and assuming the truth ofl(7.4) forsin' n < N, we substitute
into (7.3) to get

1-Gi,N' s hl-Pi  P. Cz' 'foi" + Klc3hl-Pi -0P. S  Z  hPi-q e ]' 0p
1                                          1jq                        j

:

k'

  (1+Kzh)rn hd + hi-Pi 0 (Nh i.
rn         -Pi 4

Now

SI . 2'j = hq

and

N

  (lthK:)rn = ((1 + hK:)N- 1 /hK:;
rn -0

therefore

|gi,NI  s hgi-Pi+1 cs 0p.  t.2 c6 pi((l thKZ)N - 1) hd t hki-Pi 67 2p..
1                                                                             1

Since d 5 lc' - D. and d s qi - P. + 1, by choosing1  *1            1

K&6/& 2 65 + 67,
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-            we get

K1
«       Ifi,MI S -C60p(1+hK2)N hd,v K2 -1

and by choosing KT k C6, we have the desired result

|Ei N'  s Ki  0-Pi(1 + hK2)N hd.

The proof above is for the case of one corrector iteration.  It can
easily be exteitded to the general case, even if the vectors 1 that are used
are not the same at each iteration. The stability condition is then a con-
dition on

M-1

Si =77-(I- li 'nie-To) Ai.,-                                                                                    Fl'
In=o

With the aid of the above theorem, it is now straightforward to prove the
following result about the asymptotic form of the error.

Theorem 4.  If the truncation error at each step of method (7.1) applied to

Equations (5.1) with solutions in Cki+1 is written in the form

Bf     (-k,-q) , . +Y(ki) t .  1, i + O(h i+,),i

( i  E  s   ,  (pi-q)  j  ,        ilg           _zi /
\ .    J    gay.

whereki = d+Pi [see (6.8)], and if thet . can be expressed as
-21

ki-1

t        =       T     a.       sm  Z. (7.5)-2i 4-,            irn 1 -1
In= o

for some constants a. . whe r e
1 rn'

Si    =   <It .8.e'rl A..- 1 -Pi/       1.

then the error in ai in integrating from exact initial conditions has com-
ponents due to an error hdei(x) + 0(hd+1) in the function values, where
ei(x) is the solution from zero initial conditions of
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Bf   < (p;-q) (k.-q) (k:)

e Pi) (x) =      By(Pj-q)  ej J    (x)+yj-J    (x) tijq +   aim Y -1

i = 1, 2, ..., s, (7.6)

(S)       (S)where af/By   and yj are evaluated on the correct solution. The start-
ing error can be treated similarly.

The proof is omitted since it follows the usual method for similar
theorems. .Condition (7.5) is annoying, since this writer has found no way
to  show that  it can always  be met, although results  for fir st-order equations
suggest that there will be I10 problems. It corresponds to dividing through
by S  i in the usual multistep methods. (See Henrici,8par. 5.3-5.) Since

i

Si has only one eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue one, almost all
E give rise to S such that [Snnf :m=0,1,...,k-1] are linearly independent,
so that there are no problems in general.

VIII.  CONCLUSION

Methods have been given that enable differential equations of degree
greater than one to be integrated directly. Preliminary numerical evidence
indicates that this process is faster and more accurate than similar methods
applied to equivalent systems of first-order equations. There also appears
to be some future in methods of this type for the integration of equations in
the neighborhood of singularities of the family of solutions. The theoretical
results for the asymptotic form of the error and for existence proofs have
some holes in them of the almost-nowhere kind, but in practice they have
not affected any of the specific Inethods discussed, so it may well be that
they will never occur. The problem of increasing the order of k-step
methods beyond the Dahlquist limit for all k has been laid to rest, but the
problem of when to choose methods not of maximum order with other than
zero nonprincipal roots remains in an enlarged form. This writer guesses
that the exploitation of other spaces   Hk and coordinate systems  for  the m
may lead to improved methods for many problems. For example, finite
Fourier series as treated by Gautschi5 would seem to be more useful for
those solutions that could be thought to be band-limited, rather than having
small high-order derivatives.
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APPENDIX A

Modified Predictor-Corrector Methods for First-order Equations with
Nonprincipal Roots All Zero for k = 2,3, and 4

Two-step Method

Order = 4, local error in y, hy' is 0(hs).
-         -     -

-4 5 4 2 -3/8

1 0 0 0 1 24

A- =  -12  12  8 5;   = -1
0 0 1 0    0

-              -        -

Three-step Method

Order = 6, local error in y, hy' is 0017).
-18 9 10 9  18 3 -95/288

100000 +3/160

010000 -11 1440
A= 2   =

57  24  33  24  57  10     -    -1

000100  0

000 010  0

Four-step Method

Order = 8, local error in y, hy' is 0(hg).

-384 -324 576 141 144 648 432   36                   36799

90000000 -1375

0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 351

00900000 -191
9A = ; 120960 6= --1360 -1350 2160 550 456 2376 1656 141 120960

0        0       009       0       00                         0

0         0       000       9       00                           0

0        0       000       0       90                           0
-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               -                                                                                  -
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APPENDIX B

Nordsieck's Methods (N Methods with Zero Nonprincipal
Eigenvalues) for k = 2(1)8

The matrix A is the (kxk) Pascal-triangle matrix. The order is
k, and the local truncation error in y, hy' is 0(hk+1). The corrector
vectors are:

k = 3: ET = (-5/12 -1 -1/2),

k   =   4:   AT    = (-3/8 -1 -3/4 -1/6),

k = 5: IT = (-251/720 -1 -11/12 -1/3 -1/24),

k = 6: £T = (-95/288 -1 -25/24 -35/72 -5/48 -1 120),

k = 7:  T = (-19087/60480 -1 -137/120 -5/8 -17/96 -1/40 -1/720),

k    =     8:     ET     =     ( -5 2 5 7/1 7 2 8 0          - 1 -49/40 -203/270 -49/192 -7/144  -7/1440 -1/5040).
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APPENDIX C

Nordsieck's Methods for p = 2(1)4 and Various k 5 8 with Zero
f.

Nonprincipal Eigenvalues

The matrix A is the Pascal-triangle matrix.

p = 2.  Order of method is k - 1; local error in y, hy', and h2y1,/2 is
0 (hk +  1)

k = 5: ET = (-19/90 -314 -1  -1/2     ·-1/12),

k = 6: ET = (-3/16 -251/360 -1 -11/'18 -1/6 -1/60),

k = 7: fT = (-863/5040 -665/1008 -1 -25 36 -35/144 -1/24 -1/360),

k·= 8: 1  = (-1925/12096 -19087/30240 -1 -137/180 -5/16   -17/240 -1/120 -1/2520).

If the first derivative is absent, then it is possible to achieve an order of
one greater in y at the expense of introducing constant multiples of
y(k) hk into y' and y". These are equivalent to the general Cowell methods.
The coefficients are identical to the case above except for 8 0, which should

 '                                               be

k = 5: 80 = -19/120,

k = 6: 80 = -3/20,

k = 7: Zo = -863/6048,

k = 8: 80 = -275/2016.

p = 3.  Order of the method is k - 2; local error in y, hy', hzy,t, and }137,1,
is 0(hkt 1)

k = 5: ET = (-7 40    -3/4     -5/4    -1 -1/4),
k   =   6:   ZT   = ( -1 7/1 2 0 -19/30    -9/8     -1 -3/8   -1/20),

k = 7: ET = (-41/336 -9/16 -251/240 -1 -11/24 -1/10   -1/120),

k = 8: IT = (-731/6720 -863/1680 -95/96   -1 -25/48 -49/336 -1/48   -1/840).

p    =   4.    Order  of the method  is   k  - 3; local error  in   y,  hyp,   hzy ",   h3ym,   and
h4y(4) is O(hk+ 1).

k = 6: 6T = (-2/15 -7/10 -3/2 -513 -1   -1/5),

k   =    7:   &'r    =    (-11/105        -17/30     -19/15 -3/2 -1 -3/10   -1/30),

k = 8: IT = (-89/1008  -41/84  -9/8    -191/180  -1 -11/30  -1/15  -1/210).
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